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Abstract 
Identification of phrases and idioms is an indispensable part of computational linguistics work. In case of Assamese, this is a
challenging topic mainly because of the cases and affixes used in the language. Though, this language is an Eastern Indo-Aryan 
language spoken by around 30 million people, this topic has not been studied much, as very little computational linguistics work
has been done for this language. Assamese language is a relatively free word order language. Context Free Grammar (CFG) can 
be applied in phrase level by taking extra care in defining the production rules. In this paper, we explain about a method which
can be considered as modified context free grammar. Different production rules for phrases can be defined using this modified 
context free grammar. In this method, the right hand side of the production rules is treated as a free string. So that free word order 
phenomenon can be dealt with. Different idioms are also analyzed in terms of their syntax and use, to find out the similarities
among them to build a dictionary of idioms. Difficulties in parsing phrases and idioms are also discussed and some of the 
techniques are also provided to overcome those difficulties. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Phrase is defined as a group of words that does not contain a verb and its subject together, and is used as a single 
part of speech. A phrase consists of two parts head and dependents. The head gives the name of the phrase category1.
Thus, the head of a noun phrase is a noun. Dependents may act as a modifiers or complements. For example ‘The 
house at the end of the street is red.’ The words ‘The house at the end of the street’ form a phrase; together they act 
like a noun. Similarly in Assamese, ‘ôđïĒį ĒąõđĒį ĎđąđÿĔĒį ĺðđİđ Ċ’įđöĂ äĒö äćđį òįĻĊ äĒĎĒõĊĶ (cAkari bichAri 
HAbAthuri khowA l’rAjan Aji AmAr gharalE Ahichil)’ In this sentence ‘ôđïĒį ĒąõđĒį ĎđąđÿĔĒį ĺðđİđ Ċ’įđöĂ (cAkari 
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bichAri HAbAthuri khowA l’rAjan)’ is a noun phrase due to the head noun ‘Ċ’įđ (l’rA)’. There are five major 
phrase types2 as follows 
x Adverb Phrase (AdvP) 
x Preposition Phrase/ Postposition Phrase (PP) 
x Adjective Phrase (AP) 
x Noun Phrase (NP) 
x Verb Phrase (VP) 
An idiom is a group of words having a special meaning due to its common usage. An idiom is an expression 
whose meaning cannot be determined simply from the meaning of its component words and their syntax1. For 
example ‘Fred kicked the bucket’. In this sentence ‘kicked the bucket’ is an idiom. Actual meaning of this sentence 
is ‘Fred is understood to have died’. In Assamese, we can consider the sentence ‘įđćį ïăđĊ ĄĔ ĒĊĊĶ (rAmar kapAl 
phulil)’, in this sentence ‘ïăđĊ ĄĔ ĒĊĊ (kapAl phulil)’ is an idiom and meaning is ‘blessed with fortune’. Though 
‘ïăđĊ (kapAl)’ means forehead and ‘ĄĔ ĒĊĊ (phulil)’ means blossom. Idioms can be categorized into six different 
types2 as follows 
x Nominal Compound Roots 
x Idiomatic uses of Nouns 
x Idiomatic uses of Verbs 
x Idiomatic uses of Verbs with particular Nouns 
x Idiomatic uses of Adjectives 
x Idiomatic uses of miscellaneous Words or Phrases 
Identification of phrases is very important because phrases act as a single constituent and their syntax may be 
different for different languages. For example, modifiers of nouns appear before the noun in English but in case of 
Assamese, they appear after the noun. We can consider the phrase ‘on the table’. Here the head is table, which is a 
noun and appears after the dependents. If we translate the phrase into Assamese, it will be ‘ĺćö ðĂį oăįþ (mez 
khanar oparat)’. In this phrase, head noun is ‘ĺćö (mez)’ and dependents follow the head. Similarly, if the idioms 
are not identified and handled properly, it may mislead the process of language analysis and language understanding 
due to their non-compositional meaning.  
Assamese is an Eastern Indo-Aryan language spoken by around 30 million people3. Assamese evolved at least 
before 7th century A.D. from the Magadhi Prakrit, which is developed from a dialect or a group of dialects that are 
close to, but different from Vedic and Classical Sanskrit. Not much computational linguistic work has been done for 
Assamese so far. We have not come across any work like the one discussed here. 
2. Related work 
In English, phrases are generally parsed using context free grammar (CFG) 4. A context free grammar consists of 
a set of rules or productions. Each of the productions of CFG expresses the ways that symbols of the language can 
be grouped and ordered together5. In the paper6, the authors showed how idioms can be parsed in lexicalized Tree 
Adjoining Grammars (TAGs). They considered idioms of different syntactic categories in both English and French. 
Lin (1999) presented a method for automatic identification of non-compositional expressions using their statistical 
properties in a text corpus7. There are many techniques for parsing phrases and idioms in languages, particularly in 
English. But, most of the techniques are not effective for Assamese. A few of these techniques can be applied to 
Assamese only with some modification. 
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3. Challenges in identification 
Assamese is a relatively free word order language which makes it difficult to parse. In the paper8, the authors 
showed how CFG can be applied to parse simple sentences in Assamese. They also discussed about some 
difficulties. It is also difficult to apply in phrase level. For most languages that have a major class of nouns, it is 
possible to define a basic word order in terms of subject(S), verb (V) and object (O). Generally, Assamese sentences 
are written in SOV order. Since both subject and object are nouns or noun phrases, we have to identify these two 
noun phrases separately. For this purpose we can consider the ‘‘case”. Cases are indicated by the case endings 
present at end of the nominal. For example, case endings ‘i/e (i/e)’ and ‘ï (k)’ are added to a nominal to make them 
subject and object respectively. But when the object is a common noun, the case ending ‘ï (k)’ is omitted. For 
example ‘Ēč ćđĂĔĎ ćđĒįĒõĊ (si mAnuH mArichil)’, Approximate English Translation (ET): He killed people, here ‘ï
(k)’ is omitted from the nominal ‘ćđĂĔĎ (mAnuH)’ and the case ending ‘i (i)’ is also missing in the subject ‘Ēč (si)’9.
In this type of situation it becomes very difficult to identify the subject and object automatically; instead these two 
nouns may be considered as a single NP but which is completely wrong. This type of situation does not occur in 
English as SVO order is maintained; always, there is verb in between two nouns or noun phrases. Again, the case 
ending ‘i (i)’ indicates the ending of a noun phrase that acts as a subject. For example ‘įđĺć įđİýï ćđĒįĒõĊ (rAme 
rAwaNak mArichil)’, ET: Ram killed Rawan. Here, ‘įđĺć (rAme)’ is an NP and it is the subject of the sentence. But, 
if we consider the sentence ‘įđĺć įđİýï ĺïđİđ ïÿđČđį Āįïđįē Ķ (rAme rAwaNak kowA kathASAr darakArI)’, ET: 
What Ram said to Rawan is important. Here ‘įđĺć (rAme)’ is not a complete NP; instead ‘įđĺć įđİýï ĺïđİđ ïÿđČđį
(rAme rAwaNak kowA kathASAr)’ is the complete NP. ‘įđĺć įđİýï ĺïđİđ (rAme rAwaNak kowA)’ is the modifier 
of the head noun ‘ïÿđ (kathA)’. From this example we can conclude that sometimes, we have to look ahead more 
than one word before taking a decision. In some other cases, it is necessary to consider the form of the verb. ‘ćđĺĠ
ĒĀĠđ ïĊćĘùđ ĺĎįđĊ (mAYe diYA kalamTo HerAl)’, ET: The pen given by mother was lost. In this sentence, ‘ćđĺĠ
(noun) ĒĀĠđ (verb) ïĊćĺùđ (NP) (mAYe diYA kalamTo)’ is an NP. Now, we can consider a sentence of similar 
structure (noun, verb, NP) but this word group is not an NP. ‘ćđĺĠ (noun) ĒĀĒõĊ (verb) ïĊćĘùđ (NP) (mAYe dichil 
kalamTo)’ ET: Mother gave the pen. This is a complete sentence and ‘ćđĺĠ (mAYe)’ and ‘ïĊćĺùđ (kalamTo)’ are 
two separate NP. This difference can be recognized only with the help of the verb form.  
When idioms are used in sentences, words may change to some extent. In many situations, affixes are added to 
the last verb present in idioms. That makes it difficult to match the candidate idiom with the original idiom. Affixes 
are added depending on the person of subject. For example, the idiom ‘ôàï ðđ (ca*k khA)’ changes to different 
forms. ‘ći ôàï ðđĺĊđ (mai ca*k khAlo)’, ET: I was shocked. If the subject is ‘ći (mai)’, which is first person so the 
affix is ‘ĺĊđ (lo)’. If the subject is second person, the sentence will be ‘þĔ Ēć ôàï ðđĊđ (tumi ca*k khAlA)’ ET: You 
were shocked. Here affix is ‘Ċđ (lA)’. Another challenge in identification of idioms is that, what types of word group 
will be considered as candidate idioms. We can consider the phrases as candidate idioms but sometimes this 
approach creates difficulties. For example we can consider two sentences, ‘þđiį ĆĒį ĆđĒñĊ (tAir bhari bhAgil)’ ET: 
Her leg has broken and ‘þđiį ïăđĊ ĄĔ ĒĊĊ (tAir kapAl phulil)’. ET: She has been blessed with fortune. The both 
sentences are of the form nominal, noun and verb. In the first sentence, ‘þđiį ĆĒį (tAir bhari)’ is a noun phrase. 
Similarly, in the second sentence ‘þđiį ïăđĊ (tAir kapAl)’ would be an NP but this is not correct, because ‘ïăđĊ
ĄĔ ĒĊĊ (kapAl phulil)’ is an idiom. If we consider the phrases as candidate idioms in this case the idiom will even fail 
to qualify as a candidate idiom. 
4. Our method 
Context free grammar (CFG) rules can be applied to define the production rules for Assamese phrases if some 
extra information is added with the category name such as mentioning of case-endings with the nominal, form of the 
verb etc. For example ‘ôđïĒį ïĒį ÿïđ ćđĂĔĎöĂ (cAkari kari thakA mAnuHzan)’ is a noun phrase. This phrase can 
be derived from the non terminal NP (noun phrase) as follows 
NPÆ NP VP NP 
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NPÆ Nominal | Nominal Det 
VPÆ Verb+i (i) VP | Verb+ä (A)                                                          (1) 
Nominal Æ ôđïĒį (cAkari) 
Verb+i (i) Æ ïĒį (kari)
Verb+ä (A) Æ ÿïđ (thakA) 
Nominal Æ ćđĂĔĎ (mAnuH) 
DetÆ öĂ (zan) 
Assamese phrases also show free word order characteristics. For example, both ‘ĀĔöĂ ćđĂĔĎ (duzan mAnuh)’ and 
‘ćđĂĔĎ ĀĔöĂ (mAnuh duzan)’ are valid phrase. If we apply the CFG, then number of rules becomes very large. 
Therefore, we have used a method for parsing Assamese phrases. This method can be considered as a modified 
context free grammar. This method helps to reduce the number of production rules. One rule of this method can 
replace one or more rules of CFG. In this method, the left hand side of the productions is expressed as a free string. 
The free strings consist of terminals and/or non-terminals. The order of the words (i.e. terminals or non-terminals) is 
given by some special symbols ‘()’, ‘[]’ and ‘?’. The symbol ‘()’ represents fixed order i.e. the words present inside 
‘()’ are in fixed order. Similarly, ‘[]’ represents free order and ‘?’ represents optional. 
PPÆ (NP+į (r)   Postposition)                                                                (2)
The word order of postposition phrase is fixed, NP+į (r) is always followed by a postposition. Reverse order is 
not possible.  
NPÆ [Card NP]                                                                               (3)
But, in the above production rule the cardinal number (Card) and the NP are of free order. Both the word order Card 
NP and NP Card are possible. 
NPÆ (NP? VP+ĺùđ (To))                                                                       (4)
This rule implies two different production rules  
NPÆ (NP VP+ĺùđ (To)) and                                                                 (5)
NPÆ (VP+ĺùđ (To))                                                                          (6)
The production rule 
NPÆ [Noun NP]                                                                                 (7) 
is required to parse phrases like ‘pāđĂ ĒċkïöĂ (pradhAn shixakzan)’, ‘ĺïiðĂćđĂ ąđþĒį ïđïþ (keikhanmAn 
bAtari kAkat)’ etc. In the phrase ‘pāđĂ ĒċkïöĂ (pradhAn shixakzan)’, ‘pāđĂ (pradhAn)’ is a noun and ‘ĒċkïöĂ
(shixakzan)’ is an NP but in the phrase ‘ĺïiðĂćđĂ ąđþĒį ïđïþ (keikhanmAn bAtari kAkat)’, ‘ĺïiðĂćđĂ ąđþĒį
keikhanmAn bAtari)’ is an NP and ‘ïđïþ (kAkat)’ is a noun. But if we apply this production rule, the word group 
‘Ēċkï pāđĂ (shixakzan pradhAn)’ will also be parsed as an NP but this is an invalid input. The objective of this 
modified context free grammar is not to cover anything beyond context free constructs, but to reduce the number of 
grammar rules that would be required to capture the free word order. This notation needs to be further worked upon. 
Idioms can be identified using a dictionary of idioms. The candidate idioms are to be matched with the idioms of 
the dictionary to check whether it is an idiom or not. In selecting the candidate idiom we can use the common 
properties of idiom such as most of the idioms have a verb at the end. Some of the idioms are of form Noun (or 
Noun Phrase) Verb (or Verb Phrase). In idiom, adjective may appear after the noun but this is not possible in general 
phrases. For example, ‘Ďđþ ĀēòĊ (HAt dIghal)’ in this idiom ‘Ďđþ (HAt)’ is a noun and ‘ĀēòĊ (dIghal)’ is an 
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adjective. Assonant words are also used to define an idiom like ‘äćĂ-Ēöćn (Aman-ziman)’, ‘uĊĎ-ćđĊĎ (ulaH-
mAlaH)’ etc. Some body parts are frequently used to define idioms. For example there are about eight idioms 
having the word ‘ïăđĊ (kapAl)’ and about eighteen idioms having the word ‘ïđý (kAN)’. 
5. Implementation
We have developed a Parser10 to parse Assamese phrases. To develop the Assamese phrase parser, we have used 
the Flex11 and Bison12. A file containing Assamese sentences whose parts of speech are tagged manually is provided 
as an input. The parser produces an output file defining the Assamese sentences in terms of different phrases. 
Bracket Notation is used to specify different phrases. Some of the results are shown below: 
Input: ći Ćđþ ðđĘĊđ
Output: [ći Noun Phrase] [Ćđþ Noun Phrase] [ðđĘĊđ Verb Phrase] 
Input:  ʟİđĎđ˶þ ćđïį Ċñþ ÿïđ ĺõđİđĊēöĂē äĒĎĘõ
Output: [ʟİđĎđ˶þ Noun Phrase] [ćđïį [Ċñþ Postposition Phrase]] [ÿïđ Verb Phrase] [ĺõđİđĊēöĂē Noun Phrase]]]]] 
[äĒĎĘõ Verb Phrase] 
Input: ći äĒö ĀĔùđ ïĊć ĒïĒĂĘĊđ
Output: [ći Noun Phrase] [äĒö Adverb Phrase] [ĀĔùđ [ïĊć Noun Phrase]] [ĒïĒĂĘĊđ Verb Phrase] 
Input: ći äĒö ïĊć ĀĔùđ ĒïĒĂĘĊđ
Output: [ći Noun Phrase] [äĒö Adverb Phrase] [ïĊć [ĀĔùđ Noun Phrase]] [ĒïĒĂĘĊđ Verb Phrase] 
Input: ïăđĊį òđć ćđǅþ ĺăĊđ
Output: [ïăđĊį [òđć Noun Phrase]] [ćđǅþ Noun Phrase] [ĺăĊđ Verb Phrase] 
6. Conclusion and future work 
In this paper, we have described how Assamese phrases and idioms can be parsed and identified. We have also 
proposed a method to define production rules in an efficient manner. Idioms are also analyzed in terms of their 
structure and use, to build a dictionary of idioms. For this purpose, we have already collected more than 500 idioms. 
We have also discussed the difficulties of identification of phrases and idioms. We have found that cases and affixes 
of verbs play an important role in Assamese phrases; so, it is important to mention the case-endings and affixes with 
the nominal and verbs respectively. We have also developed a parser and this parser is able to parse lots of phrases. 
Identification of phrases and idioms is required in many language processing applications like machine translation. 
The work outlined here can be useful in developing a full featured phrase parser. Along with it, a dictionary of 
idioms can also be developed to identify idioms. This will help to develop an automatic multilingual translator. 
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